Notice: This decision may be fonnally revised before it is publishd in the District of Columbia Regrster. Parties
should promptly notif this office of any erors so that they may be corrected before publishing the decision. This
notice is not intended to provide an opportrmity for a substantive challenge to the decision.

Govemment of the District of Columbia
Rrblic Employee Relations Board

IntheMatter of:
District of Columbia
Menopolitan Police Deparhnent,
PERB CaseNo. l4-A-03
Petitioner,

OpinionNo. 1458
v.
Fraternal Order of Police/Metropolitan
Police Departrnent Iabor Committee,
Respondent.

DECISION AI\D ORDER

L

Statement of the Case

Petitioner District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Deparhnent ("Petitioner" or *MPD")
filed the above-captioned Arbitation Review Request ("Request"), seeking review of Arbitrator
Michael Murphy's Arbitration Award (*Award"). Petitioner asserts that the Arbitrator was
without authority or exceeded his jurisdiaion in granting an Award qAich reversed Grievant
Andre Powell's termination and reinstated him with full b."k p"y. (Request at 6).
Respondent Fraternal Order of Police/Metropolitan Police Deparnnent fabor Committee
filed an Opposition to the Arbitration Review Request ("Oppositiort''), denying ttre Petitioner's
allegations and contending that MPD failed to state a ground upon which the Board may modi$r

the Award. (Opposition at
disposition.

3).

The Request and Opposition are now before the Board for
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l)iscussion

A.

Award
a.

Findings of fact

The Arbitrator found that the material facts in this matter were not in dispute. (Award at
Arbitrator found that in September 2004, the Grievant challenged a speeding ticket
The
l).
received in the DC area by claiming ttlat he had been on ofticial police business at the time he
received the ticket and producing an MPD daily activity form to corroborate his claim. Id.
When it was discoverd that the Grievant had lied about being on offrcial police business at the
time of the speeding tickeL he was issued a Notice of Intent to Remove. Id. The Grievant
agreed to a settlement providing for a 45-day suspension without pay in lieu of termination, but
this agreement was set aside by the Assistant Chief of Police, and the Crrievant was notified that
he would be terminated effective February 4, 2005. Id.
The termination advanced to arbitration, and on January 9,2W6, an arbitrator ordered the
Grievant reinstated with back pay for the reason that MPD had violated the so-called "55-day
Rule." (Award at 2). MPD appealed the arbitrator's ruling to PERB, which ruled against MPD
on April 2A,2007. (Award at 3; Slip Op. No. 1348).

Prior to the Board's decisiorl the Grievant was stopped for speeding in Georgia on
February 5,2OO7. (Award at 3). During the stop, the Grievant mentioned his police background
to the Georgia offrcer in the hopes that he would not be issued a speeding ticke. Id. The
Grievant was "obviously a bit put out that no break was forthcoming. In so many words he
suggested that if the situation were reversed, the least he, as a DC officer, would do is call
Georgia to clarify the situation." Id. This interaction and the Cnievant's Georgia driver's license
caused the Georgia officer to check with the MPD, who informed him that the Grievant was not
currently an active MPD offrcer. Id. The Grievant was subsequently arrested in Georgia for the
crime of impersonating a police officer. Id
Despite the Board's April 20, 2007, ruting upholding the Crrievant's reinstatement to
MPD, the Grievant was not reinstated until after he filed an enforcement petition in October
2007. (Award at 4). MPD then notified the Grievant that he would be reinstated effective March
3, 2008. /d. As a part of the reinstaternent process, the Grievant disclosed his Georgia arrest for
impersonating a police offrcer. Id. The Grievant was placd on administrative leave with pay
while the Georgia arrest was under review. Id. On April 1, 2008, the Georgia authorities
dismissed their case against the Grievant Id. On June 2, 2008, the Grievant receive a Notice of
Proposed Adverse Action from MPD. (Award at 5). The charges in the Notice of Proposed
Adverse Action were sustained following an MPD Trial Board hearing, and the Trial Board
recommended his removal. Id. Anoctober 22,2AO8, the Crrievant's appeal of the Trial Board's
recommendation was denied by the Chief of Police, and the matter proceeded to arbiration. 1d
Instead of holding a hearing, the Arbitrator reviewed arbitration briefs, the record of the Trial
Board hearing, and other exhibi* provided by the parties. lZ.
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b. Analysis
The Arbitator was asked to determine wtrether the Grievant was terminated for muse,
and if noq what the appropriate remedy should be. (Award at 5). The Arbitrator noted that
"[c]omponent parts of this question' included: (l) Whether sufficient erddence existed to $tpport
the alleged charges, (2) Whether MPD's conduct violated due process; and (3) Whether
termination was an appropriate remedy. Id. The charges against the Grievant were:
Charge No. 1: Violation of General Order Series 120, Number 21, part A-7
which provides:
"Conviction of any member of the force in any court of competent jurisdiaion of
any criminal or quasi-criminal offensg or of any offense in which the member
either pleads guilty, receives a verdict of gullty or a conviction following a plea of
nolo contenderg or is deemed to have been involved in the commission of any act
which would constitute a crimg whether or not a court record reflects a
conviction." This misconduct is further defined as cause in the District Personnel
IManual, Chapter 16, $ 1603.4.
Specification No. 1:

In that on March l,2OO7, you were arrested for Impersonating an Officer by
Newton County, Georgia Sheriffs Offrcg in violation of Georgia Code 16-10-23.
Charge No. 2: Violation of General Order Serie 120.21, Attachment A Part A25, which reads:
*Any conduct not specifically set forth in this order, which is prejudicial to the

reputation and good order of the police forcg or involving failure to obey, or
properly observe any of the rules, regulations, and orders relating to the discipline
and performance of the force."
Specification No.

1:

In that on February 5,2007, you were stopped by a sworn law enforcement officer
of the Newton County, Georgia Sheriffs Office for traffic offenses. At that time
you identified yourself as a sworn law enforcement offrcer.

(Award at 6). The Arbitator determind that the case resolved around whether substantial
evidencr existed to sustain either of the two charges against the Grievanq and concluded that
MPD had notmet its burden of proof on either charge. (Award atl2).
After reviewing the videotape of the Grievant's traffic stop, the Arbitrator noted that the
Grievant initially mentioned an affiliation with MpD, then went to state (with some
indistinguishable pauses)

:
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[Grievant]: It's not admin leave...I am not actually...I am uaiting to get called
backto work.
Georgia officer: Waiting to get called backto work?
[Grievant]: I had some problems on that deparffnent
(Award at l3). The Arbitrator notd that the Grievant's "initial responsg when asked to identi$
himself, had been to associate himself with being a DC officer, and this is not surprising.
Professional courtesy to fellow police officers is a well-known fact of life. While an officer can
always write a ticket they also have the discretion to give warnings. So before they make up
their mind, you are probably inclined to offer any mitigating comments you can muster." 1d.
Based upon his review of the videotapg the Arbitrator concluded that the ffevant's
statem€nts, taken as a wholg w€re not meant to mislead the Georgia offrcer into believing that
the Grievant had a DC police affiliation that did not exist. .(Award at 13). The Arbitrator notes
that "[t]o be fair," the Crrievant was not called back to work until a year after the Georgia fiafiic
stop, but that the Grievant had "clearly indicated that he was waiting to be called back to work."
(Award at l4). Additionally, the status quo at the time of the C*orgia traffrc stop was a ruling
from the January 2006 arbitation that the Grievant should be returned to work. Id.

Furtheq the Arbitrator concluded that the Griwant's Georgia arrest did not meet the

circumstances that the "catch-alf' language of Charge 1 ("deemed to have been involved in the
commission of any act which would constitute a crimq whether or not a court record reflects a
convictionl') because his actions were not "conduct one could deem to be a crime by anyttring

remotely approaching a preponderance of the evidence." (Award at l'D. Specifically, the
Arbitrator stated that "[h]oping to catch a break, by mentionlng an affiliation with the DC policg
does not come close to constituting criminal behavior in the context of what occurred" because
the Crrievant "quickly indicated he was not currently working on the DC police force but was
waiting to be called back to work following some problems he had encountered," and also
because the Grievant handed the Creorgia officer a Georgia driver's license, "which would
suggestto any reasonable person ttrat he was spending a lot of time in Georgia." 1d.
Regarding the second chargg that of conduct unbecoming an MPD offrcer, the Arbitrator
relied on his finding in charge No. I that the Grievant had npl fllgaged in criminal aondupt and

that the burden then fell to MPD to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the
Grievant's non-criminal conduct "is sufficiently reprehensible so as to tarnish the image of the
police force." (Award at 19). The Arbitrator went on to say that he "simply cannot find that
mentioning a police afFrliation in hopes of perhaps avoiding a speeding ticket is an activity which
is so inappropriatq that it rises to the level of conduct unbecoming an officer." |d.
The Arbitrator dismissed MPD's reliance on the Trial Board's findings and its argument
ttrat the Trial Board's conclusions were based on credibility determinations, which provided
substantial evide,nce to support the charge of conduct unbecoming an offrcer. Id. Stating that
"[w]hile reliance on credibility determinations are certainly to be given due dderencq" the
Arbirator stated that his position in the instant case was unique because the videotape allowed
the Arbitrator the ability to make his own credibility determinations rqgarding the Grievant's
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faffic stop. (Award atz0).

Arbitator stated
ttnt his "independent analysis of the traffic stop itself is also an important component of the
determinations set forth" in his Award. .Id. The Arbitrator further contends that arbitrators are
not a *rubber stamp" for Trial Board credibility conclusions, and that the Trial Board's
credibility findings lack substantial evidence, Id. The Arbirator concluded that "[t]he Georgia
authorities did not find any criminal conduct, the [A]rbitrator did not find any evidence of
crirninal conduct, and the non-criminal conduct of the [G]rievant does not by a preponderance of
the evidence establish conduct unbecoming an officer or likely to besmirch the reputation of the
farce." Id.
actions and comments during the Georgia

Thus, the

After overturning the Trial Board's findings, the Arbitrator ordered the Grievant to
full back pay and benefits, without any loss of seniority. (Award atzl).

be

reinstated with

B.

MPD's Position on Aopeal

MPD asserts that the Award exceeded the Arbitrator's authority because the Arbitrator
disrqgarded the proper appellate standard of review. (Request at 6-7). Specifically, MPD
contends that the Arbitrator oramined the evidence on a de novo basis, improperly weighed the
Trial Board's determination of the evidence against his own factual determinations, and
erroneously rejected the Trial Board's credibility findings. (Request at ?).
In its Request, MPD includes a more detailed description of the Georgia traffic stop than
is provided by the Arbitrator in the Award. MPD states:
On February 5, 2AA7, Grievant was stopped by Sergeant Randy
Downs inNewton County, Georgia, for speeding. SergeantDowns
approached Crrievanf, explained the reason for the stop and asked
for identification. When questioned whether he lived in Georgia,
Grievant replied that he had just bought a house in Georgi4 but he
was still living in DC. He then explicitly stated "I arr a...DC
offrcer...DC offrcer up there." Sergeant Downs asked for
additional informatioru but Grievant replied that he did not have
any. Sergeant Downs inquired where Grievant was employed
because he did not believe that Grievant was a DC officer since he
had a Georgia driver's license. Crrievant stated that he was
currently with the DC Police Departmenq but he was waiting to be
called back to work because he had some problems in the
deparfrnent As Grievant was signing the citation, he retorted "no
courtesy down here in Georgia, huh? You come up to police week
in DC anytime?" Sergeant Downs responded in the negative and
Grievant replied "well, that's probably uilry." Sergeant Downs
then remarked that Grievant did not have any identification that
would prove he was a police officer. In response, Crrievant argued

that he would have attempted to verr$r Downs' place of
employment had he pulled Downs over instead. Sergeant Downs
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reiterated that the citation did not mean Grievant was guilty
speeding and sent him on his way.
@equest at3-4; intemal citations to Trial Board

R

of

omitted).

First MPD

contends that as an appellate tribunal, the Arbitrator was limited to
determining whether there was substantial evidence in the record such that a reasonable person
would have come to the same conclusion as the Trial Board. (Request at 7). Instead, the
Arbitator reviewed the Trial Board record de navo and rejected the Trial Board's decision
becausq based upon the Arbifrator's own review of the videotapq he believed that the
Crrievant's explanation regarding his status with MPD was ambiguous. (Request at 7-8).
MPD states that the Trial Board found that the Crrievant identifred himself as a DC police
offrcer and asked for courtesy, and notes that it was uncontested that the Board did not issue its
Decision and Order regarding the Grievant's first termination until more than two months after
the traffic stop. (Request at 8; citing Trial Board R at 35; 373-4). MPD contends that the
Grievant's employment status with MPD was still in legal dispute at the time of the traffrc stop,
and that the Grievant admitted at the Trial Board hearing that he knew he was not employed with
MPD at the time of the stop. (Request at 8; citing Trial Board R at 201, 374). MPD asserts that
"[b]ased upon the evidence and Grievant's own admission, the [Trial Board] found that Crrievant
falsely reprsented himself as a police offrcer when he stated 'I am a DC offrcer,"'and that the
Trial Board's decision is thus based on substantial evidence in the record. (Request at 8).
Second MPD alleges that even if there are alternative interpretations of the Grievant's
stop,
the "mere fact that there may be substantial evidence to support a contra,ry
traffrc
conclusion reached by the tribunal does not establish that the tribunal's findings of fact were
inadequate or erroneous." (Request at 9). MPD states that the Arbitator reversed the Trial
Board's decision because he disagreed with its conclusion regarding the Grievant's statements to
the Georgia offrcer, "[d]espite conceding that the audio-video tape was less than clear" and that
he had to review the tape multiple times to distinguish the conversation . /d. MPD asserts that a
reviewing court is not entitled to reverse a decision simply because it is convinced it would have
weighed the evidence differently had it been sitting as the trier of fact. Id; citng Anderson v.
City of Bessemer City, N.C.,47O U.S. 564, 573-4 (1985).
MPD notes that unlike the Arbitrator, the Trial Board gave more weight to the Grievant's
l0). The Trial
Board found that:

initial statement of "I'm a D.C. officer" than his later explanation. (Request at

The February 5,200'1, traffic stop...captures [Grievant] state to
Sergeant Downs that he was a DC police officer. [Grievant] later
stated he was on "admin" leave. After asking for some credentials
that would identifr [Crrievant] as a police officer, [Grievant] stated
that it was in his other car.
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[Grievant] did not take full responsibilrty for his actions as was
evidenced by his testimony before the [Trial Board]. [Grievant]
stated during testimony that he told Sergeant Downs that he was
not on the Department. However, the video clearly shows
[Grievant] identifuing himself as a DC police officer. [Grievant]
testified before the [Trial Board] that he told Sergeant Downs he
was not on the Deparfrnent. That statement was not captured on
the police video.
(Request at l0; citing Trial Board R at 374). MPD states that while the Arbinator may have
disagreed wrth the Trial Board regarding the weight of the ffevant's explanations, the Trial
Board's decision "cannot be clearly erroneous when it is undisputed that Crrievant explicitly
stated that he was a police ofificer." (Request at l0). Further, MPD argues that the Grievant's
subsequent comments that his police credentials were in his other car, as well as his statement
that he would have attempted to verify the Georgia officer's place of emplo5rment had he pulled
over the Georgia offrcer, cleady indicate the Cnievant's intent to convey that he was currently an
MPD officer at the time of the traffic stop. 1d

Finally, MPD contends that the Arbitrator improperly rejected the Trial Board's
credibility determinations regarding the Grievant's testimony that he was trying to represent
himself as "merely affrliated" with MPD, (Request at l0-ll). MPD states ttrat the Trial Board
found that the videotape did not c,lpfire such a statement, and thus determined that the Grievant
was not credible when he testified at the Trial Board hearing regarding his intentions during the
trafiic stop. (Request at 11). MPD notes that the D.C. Court of Appeals has "long emphasized
the importance of credibility evaluations by the individual who sees the witness 'first-hand."' /d,
citing Stevens Chewolet, Inc. v. Comm'n en Human Rig&rs, 498 A.zd 546, 549-50 (D.C. 1985).
MPD asserts that the Trial Board had the opportunlty to hear the Crievant's testimony and crossexamine him during the hearing, and that an appellate fibunal must therefore defer to the Trial
Board's determination based upon first-hand observations instead of disregarding those
determinations because the Arbitrator was "in the unique position" of being able to review a
videotape of the traffic stop. (Request at I l).

C. FOP's Position

on Appeal

In its Oppositiorq FOP first argus that the Arbitrator's review of the Trial Board record
was proper, and that the Award complies with the authority granted to him by the language of the
parties' collective bargaining agreement ('CBA"). (Opposition at 3-4). FOP states that an

arbitrator's contractual authority may be found in Article 19 E, Section 5 Number 4 of the
parties'CBA:
The arbitator shall not have the power to add to, subffact from or modify
the provisions of this Agreement in arriving at a decision of the issue
presented and shall confine his decision solely to the precise issue
submitted for arbitation.
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(Opposition at 3). FOP also cites Article 12, Section l, Subpart (b), which stat6: "Discipline
may be imposed only for cause as authorized in D.C. Official Code $ l-616,51." .Id. Based upon
these CBA provisions, FOP argues that the Arbitrator was required to determine whether the
Grievant had been disciplined for causg and that "MPD's real complaint is that it is displeased
with the result that was reached by Arbitrator Murphy a.fter he engaged in the just 'cause'
analysis." (Opposition at 4). FOP contends that mere disagreement with an arbitrator"s ruling is
not a basis upon which the Board may set aside an arbitration award'. Id.
FOP concedes that MPD correctly identified the substantial evidence standard as "such
relevant evidence as a renonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion."
(Opposition at 4-5'). However, FOP states that MPD failed to include that the D.C. Court of
Appeals "has held that evidence is not substantial if it is so 'highly questionable in the light of
colnmon experience and knowledge' that it [is] unworthy of belief.'" (Opposition at 5; citing
Metropalinn Police Depnrtment v. Baker, 564 A.zd 1155, 1160 (1989). FOP asser* that the
*highly questionable" nature of the Trial Board's guilty
Arbitrator properly identified the
findings, and thus his decision to overturn the Trial Board's conclusion was proper'. (Opposition
at 5). FOP notes that the Arbitrator identified "several highly questionable actions" by the Trial
Board which stablished that the Trial Board's decision was not supported by substantial
evidence, specifically failing to take the Crrievant's endre conversation in contex! illogically
concluding that the Crrievant attempted to state he was an active DC police officer when he gave
the Georgia offrcer a Georgia driver's licensq and failing to take into account MPD's animus
against the Grievant stemming from the previous arbitration decision. (Opposition at 6).

Next FOP contends that the Arbitrator's application of the record evidence is consistent
wi& law. (Opposition at 6-7). Specifically, FOP states that the essence of MPD's Request is a
challenge to the Arbitator's evaluation of whether substantial evidence existed to sustain the
Trial Board's decision, and reiterates that this is not a proper challenge to the Arbitrator's
authority (Opposition at 6). FOP notes that the parties bargained for the Arbitrator's analysis
wtren they negotiated Article 19 of their CBA, and that the Arbitrator's analysis and decision on
substantial evidence is exactly what the CBA requires. (Opposition at 7).

FOP discounts MPD's reliance on Anderson, arguing that while lnderson stands for the
proposition that "where there are two permissible views of the evidence, the fact finder's choice
between them cannot be clearly erroneous," in the instant case the existence of the videotape
leaves only one permissible view of the evidence. (Opposition at 7-8; crtingAnderson, 470 U.S.
at 575). FOP asserts that due to bias against the Griwan! the Trial Board "ignored and
manipulated the evidence in order to terminate him again from the Deparhnen!" wtrich was
"highly improper and clearly effoneous as a matter of law." (Opposition at 8). FOP states that
since the Arbitrator's decision "simply addresses these deparhnental errors,"' the Award is in
accordance with law and should not be disturbed. .Id

'FOP contends that "[u{hile MPD only claims to f-r]e a challenge to the arbitrator's authoritv, its arguments read as
ft6rrsh it is really challenging w'hether Arbihator Murphy's decision violates larv and public policy." (Opposition at
5, fn. l). FOP calls this al "inappropriate and improper method in w'hich to challenge an arbitrator's decision-" and
states that the Request should be dismissed. Id.
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Finally, FOP argues that the Arbitrator's credibility assessments are proper due to the
existence of the Georgia traffrc stop videotape. (Opposition at 9-10). FOP asserts tlut MPD's
Request ignores the fact that no credibility determinations are necessary because the videotape
"captures exactly what was stated during the traffrc stop," and substantial evidence does not
support the Tnal Board"s credibility determinations. (Opposition at 9). FOP contends that the
Award draws its essence from the parties' CBA, and that the Board may not substitute its own
interpretation of the CBA for that of the Arbitrator. (Opposition at 10).

D.

Analysis
L. Whether the Arbitrator was without or exceded his jurisdiction

The CMPA authorizes the Board to modify or set aside an arbitration award in three
limited circumstances: (1) If '"the arbitrator was without or orceeded his or her jurisdiction'; (2)
If "the award on its face is contrary to law and public policy''; or (3) If the award "was procured
by fraud collusion or other similar and unlauful mans." D.C. Offrcial Code $ 1-605.02(6)
(2001).

MPD asserm that the Arbinator exceeded his jurisdiction by disregarding the proper
appellate standard of review. (Request at 6-7). An arbitrator's authority is derived from the
parties' CtsA., and any applicable statutory artd regulatory provisions. D.C. Dep't of Public
Works v. AFSCME, Local 2901,35 D.C. Reg. 8186, Slip Op. No. 194, PERB Case No. 87-A-08
(1988). To determine whether an arbitrator has exceded his or her jurisdiction and was without
authority to render an award, the Board considers "whether the Award draws its essence from the

collective bargaining agreement." Metropolitan Police Dep't v- Fraternal Order of
Police/fuIetropolinn Police Dep't Labor Committee, 59 D.C. Reg. 3959, Slip Op. No. 925 at p. 7,
PERB Case No. 08-A-01 (2010) (quoting D.C. Public Schools v. AFSCME, District Council 20,
34 D.C. Reg. 36lQ Slip Op. No. 156 at p. 5, PERB Case No. 86-A-05 (1987)). The Board
follows the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit's guidance on what it means for an award
to "draw its essence" from a collective bargaining agreement:
Did the arbitrator act 'outside his authority' by resolving a dispute
not commiued to arbiration? Did the arbitrator commit frau4
have a conflict of interst or otherwise act dishonestly in issuing
the award? And in reolving any legal or factual disputes in the
case, was the arbitrator 'arguably construing or applying the
contract?' So long as the arbitrator does not offend any of these
requiranents, the request for judicial intervention should be
resisted wen though the arbitator made 'serious,' 'improvident' or
'silly' errors in resoMng the merits of the dispute.
Michigan Family Resources, Inc. v. SEIU Local 517M, 475 F.3d 746, 753 (6th Cir. 2OO7\. As
the court noted in Michigan Family Resources, "[t]his view of the 'arguably construing' inquiry
will no doubt permit only the most egregious awards to be vacatd- But it is a view that respects
the parties' decision to hire their own judge to resolve their disputes, a view that respects the
finality clause in most arbitration agreernents... and a view urhose imperfections can be remedied
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by selecting [different] arbitrators." 475 F.3d at 753-4. The Board has concurred with this view,
stating that by submitting a matter to arbitration, "the parties agreed to be bound by the
Arbitrator's interpretation of the parties' agreernent and related rules/and or regulations, as well
as his evidentiary frndings and conclusions upon which the decision is based." Univercity of the
Disnict of Calumbiav. Universilv of the District of Columbia FacaltyAssh,39 D.C. Reg. 9628,
Slip Op. No. 320 atp.2, PERB Case No. 92-A-04 (1992).

In the instant casg the Arbitrator's authority derives from Article l9E, Sction 5, Number
4 of the parties' CBA, which states: "The arbitrator shall not have the power to add to, subtract
from or modifu the provisions of this Agreement in arriving at a decision of the issue presented
and shall confine his decision solely to the precise issue submitted for arbitration.'" (Opposition
Attachment 1). Article 12, Section l, Subsection (b) states: "Discipline may be imposed only for
cause as authorizd in D.C. Offrcial Code $ l-616.51." /d, The Arbitrator arguably construed
the CBA u*ren he examined the record of this case to determine that there was no substantial
widence to sustain the Grievant's termination, and thus the Grievant was not disciplined for
@use. (Award atl2,2l). The Board finds nothing in the record to suggest that fraud, a conflict
of interest, or dishonesty impacted the Award or the arbitral process. The parties do not dispute
that the CBA committed this grievance to arbitratiorl and that the Arbifiator was mutually
selected to resolve the dispute. See Michigan Family Resources, 475F.3d, at754.
Additionally, the Award bears the hallmarks of interpretation: the Arbirator refers to and
analyzes the parties' positions, and at no point appears to do anything other than attempt to reach
a good-faith interpretation of the CBA. (Award at 15-20); See D.C. Child and Family Services
Agency v. AFSCME, District Coancil 20, Local 2401,60 D.C. Reg. 15060, Slip Op. No. 1025 at
p. 6, PERB Case No. 08-A-07 (2010). The Award is not "so untethered from the [CBAI that it
casts doubt on whether he was engaged in interpretation, as opposed to the implementation of his
'own brand of industrial justice""' Michigan Family Resources,475 F.3d at 754. Instead,
MPD's allegations amount to a disagreement wrth the Arbitrator's conclusion that substantial
evidence did not exist to uphold the Grievant's terminatiorg and this does not present a statutory
basis for reversing the Award. See Fraternal Order of Police/fuIetrapolitan Police Dep't Iabor
Comminee v. Metropolinn Police Depl,59 D.C. Reg. 9798, Slip Op. No. 1271, PERB Case No.

l0-A-20 ean).

b.

Whether the Award is contrary to law and public policy

As FOP points out in its Opposition, "[w]hile MPD only claims to file a challenge to the
arbitrator's authority, its arguments read as though it is really challenging whether Arbitrator
Murphy's decision violates law and public policy." (Opposition at 5, fn. l). Indeed, MPD's
contentions that the Arbitator used the wrong standard of review, improperly weighed the Trial
Board's determination of the evidence against his own factual determinations, and erroneously
rejected the Trial Board's credibility determinations may lend themselves to an argument that the
Award "on its face is contrary to law and public policy." (Request at 7); D.C. Offrcial Code $ l605.02(6) (2001). In order to "effectuate the purposes and provrsions of the CMPA,"' the Board
will consider MPD's arguments under this framework as well. Board Rule 501.1.
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The Board's review of an arbitration award on the basis of law and public policy is an
extremely narrow exception to the rule that reviewing bodies must defer to an arbitrator's ruling.

Metropolitan Police Dep't v. Fraternal Order of Police/Iuletroplitan Police DepT Labor
Committee,60 D.C. Reg. 9201, Slip Op. No. 1390 at p. 8, PERB Case No. l2-A-A7 (2013).
"[T]he exception is designed to be narrow so as to limit potentially intrusive judicial review of
arbitration awards under the guise of public policy," MPD, Slip Op. No. 925 (quotingAmerican
Postal Workers Union v. United States Postal Sewice,789 F.zd l, 8 (D.C. Cir. 1986)). A
petitioner must demonsmte that an arbitration award compels the violation of an explicit, welldefined public policy grounded in law or legal precedent. See United Paperworkers Int'l Union
v. Misco,484 U.S. 29 (1987). Moreoveq the violation must be so significant that the law or
public policy "mandates that the Arbitrator arrive at a different result." Metropalrtan Police
Dept v. Fraternal Order of Police/luletropolinn Police Dep't Labor Committee,4T D.C. Reg.
717, Slip Op. No. 633 at p. 2, PERB Case No. 00-4-04 (2000). Further, the petitioning party has
the burden to specifii "applicable law and definite public policy that mandates that the Arbitrator
arrive at a different result." Id.
First, MPD asserts that the Arbitrator examined the evidence on a de novo basis, instead
of limiting himself to "determining whether there was substantial evidence in the record such
that a reasonable person would have come to the same conclusion as the [Trial Board]."
(Request at 7). In support of this contention, MPD cites to Stokes v. District of Columbia, SO2
A.2d 1006, l0l0 (D.C. 1985). The Board finds ,Sroftes inapplicable to the instant case. In Stokes,
the D.C. Offrce of Employee Appeals ("OEA; reinstated an employee ufio had been terminated
by the D.C. Dep't of Corrections. The OEA's decision was appealed to the D.C. Superior Court,
uzho reversed the OEA's decision, and the reversal was upheld by the D.C. Court of Appeals.
Stokes, 502 A.zd at 1007. In Stokes, the D.C. Court of Appeals held that while the CMPA doe
not define the sundards by which the OEA is to review final agency decisions, "it is self-evident
from both the stafirte and its legislative history that the OEA is not to substitute its judgment for
that of the agency." 5O2 A.2d at 1010. As an initial matter, the OEA is a separate and
independent agency from the Public Employee Relations Board with different statutory
authority'. See D.C. Affice of the Chief Financial Officer v. AFSCME District Council 20, Local
2776,60 D.C. Reg. 7218, Slip Op. No. 1386 atp. 4, PERB Case No. 12-A-06 (2013). Further,
in Stokes, the termination decision was made by the employer and appealed to the OEA; in the
instant casg the termination decision was made by the employer and appealed to an arbitrator
through the parties' negotiated grievance procedure. Stokcs,502 A.2d at 10O7; Award at 5.
Thus, Stokes does not mandate that the Arbitrator arrive at a different resulL nor has MPD
articulated an explicit, well-defined policy grounded in law and legal precedent requiring the
Bmrdto modifu or reversethe Award. See MPD,Slip Op. no. 633 atp. 2.
On a related note, MPD also contends that during his de novo review of the evidence, *re
Arbitrator impropedy reversed the Trial Board's decision because he disagreed with the Trial
Board's conclusion rqgarding the Grievant's statements to the Georgia officer. (Requst at 9).
FOP calls this argument "nothing more than a mere disagreement with the Arbitrator's decision."
(Opposition at 7). While MPD cites to Anderson v. City of Bessemer City, N.C.,47A U.S. 564,
the OEA is empowered to review final agency decisions affecting, inter alia,performance ratings,
adverse actions, and employee grievance. Sbe D C. Official Code $$ 1-606.1, 1606.3 (201l).

'For example,
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574 (1985) for its proposition that "[w]here there are two permissible views of the evidence, the
fact finder's choice between them cannot be clearly erroneous," FOP contends that "[g]iven that
there is a complete videotape of the affected traffrc stop...we are in the unique position to be
able to see that there really is only one permissible view of the evidence." (Request at 9;

Opposition at7-8).

Andersan is clearly distinguishable from the instant case, primarily because the Trial
Board is not a trial courq and the Arbitrator is not an appellate court. ln Anderson, the U.S.
Supreme Court discussed the general principles governing the exercise of an appellate court's
power to overtum findings of a district court under the "clearly erroneous" standard set forth in
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure52(a\. 470 U.S. at573. As the Court noted:

If the district court's account of the evidence is plausible in light of
the record viewed in its entirety, the court of appeals may not
reverse it even though convinced that if it had ben sitting as the
rier of fact, it would have weighed the evidence differently.
Where there are two permissible vieun of the evidence, the
facdinder's choice between them cannot be clearly erroneous.
Id. at 573-4 (internal citations omitted). Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a) does not apply to
Trial Board or arbitration proceedings under &e parties' CBA5 urhich states that "[t]he hearing
on the grievance or appeal shall be informal." Article l9E, Section 5, Number 3; Opposition
Attachment 1. Further, the parties' CBA specifically states that in cases where a Trial Board
hearing has been held and the matter advanced to arbitration through the negotiated grievance
procedurg "the appellate tribunal has the authority to review the evidentiary ruling of the
Deparbnental Hearing Panel." Article 12, Section 8; Opposition Attachment l. MPD has cited
no law or public policy supporting its contention that an arbitration hearing is equivalent to a
judicial court of appeal. MPD disagrees with the Arbitrator's evidentiary conclusions, and the
Board will not modi$ or amend the Award based upon this disagreement. See MPD, Slip Op.
no.633 atp.2.
Finally, MPD asserts that the Arbitrator improperly rejected the Trial Board's credibility
In support of this
determinations after reviewing the taffic stop videotape. @quest at ll).
Inc.
v.
Commission
Chewolet,
on
Human
Stevens
Nghts,498 A.zd,
MPD
to
cites
contention,
546, 549 (D.C. 1985), in which the D.C. Court of Appeals discussed the importance of
crdibility determinations made by a first-hand wimess to the testimony. (Request at 9-10).
However, the fact remains tlrat the Trial Board and arbination proc€ss are part of the negotiated
grievance procedure in the parties' CBA, and is not directly comparable to the judicial or
adminisrative adjudication system. MPD's analogy is too tenuous, and MPD has cited no
"applicable law or definite public policy that mandates that the Arbitrator arrive at a different
result," MPD, Slip Op. No. 633 atp.2.

MPD has failed to demonstrate that the Arbirator exceeded his authority, or that the
Award compels the violation of an explicit, well-defined public policy grounded in law or legal
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precedenq which mandates that the Arbitrator arrive at a different result. See Misco,484 U.S.
29; MPD, Slip Op. No. 633 at p. 2. Therefore, the Arbitration Review Request is dismissed.

ORDNR

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

l.

The Meftopolitan Police Deparbnent's Arbitration Review Request is denied.

2.

Pursuant to Board Rule 559.1, this Dwision and Order is final upon issuance.
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